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Hello and welcome! 

My name is Naomi Dunford, and you’re listening to section 1, module 1, 
affectionately titled “Stop Screwing Around”.

If this is the first section of this course that you’re listening to, I’ll take a few 
moments to quickly explain what’s going on. This course contains 5 modules, 
each with 5 sections inside. All of the modules, and all of the sections of 
the modules, can exist completely on their own, although they frequently 
reference others. You don’t have to listen to the sections or modules in order, 
or all in a row. In each section, we’re going to talk about a concept, and then 
the execution of that concept as it applies to your coaching business. Take 
that section and run with it, or listen to the whole thing from start to finish, or 
anything in between.

You’re busy building a very small company, and that means you have to be 
mindful of your time. I’m mindful of your time as well, so we’ve created this 
course so you don’t have to listen to a whole lot of intro, outro, or high level 
concepts you need to get started. 

We’re not assuming a high level of previous knowledge — this is not a scary 
class — but we’re also not going to spend half an hour telling you why 
teaching classes is cool, or why trust is important, or, God help us, why you 
might want to make more money with your coaching practice. We’ll just move 
forward, shall we?

The fact that you’re listening to this means that you are committed 
to creating or building or growing your coaching practice. That 
much is clear and obvious. What we’re going to work on today is taking that 
commitment and applying it to your coaching practice in a meaningful way. 
In other words, stop screwing around.
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Dream Clients

I don’t know if you’ve taken a lot of coach training before, but even if you’re 
fairly new to the scene, you’ve probably noticed a lot of talk about dream 
clients. You’ve probably seen some kind of worksheet that asks you to figure 
out what kind of car they drive and where they went on their honeymoon 
and what they had for breakfast this morning. Those were pretty valuable 
exercises when they were first created, and they’re still valid now, but it’s 
helpful to know what problem those exercises were initially solving. 

At that time in the personal coaching industry, a lot of newly minted life 
coaches were walking around saying, “I’m a coach! I’m a coach! I’m a coach!” 
as if it actually mattered to anybody. They spent all their money learning 
how to coach people, and then when it came time to hang out their shingle, 
nobody wanted to be coached.

A few savvy marketers realized that coaches, when asked who they wanted to 
serve, were the types of people to say, “I don’t know. I just want to help 
people”. As this is a recipe for a mailbox full of bills in red envelopes, these 
savvy marketers turned some old-school target demographics exercises into 
something that would work in a coaching model. Hence, the breakfast cereal.

A lot of people treat the dream client exercise like it’s the foundation of your 
entire coaching business. It’s a useful exercise, yes, and if you haven’t done 
it before, or you haven’t done it in a long time, I’ll teach you how to do it, but 
it’s not the biggest deal in the world.

(If you haven’t done it yet, go away and stare at the wall for a while and ask 
yourself, “What does my perfect client feel, about what, and why, as it relates 
to each and every one of their daily activities?” They go to Wal-Mart. How 
do they feel about it? Are they pleased with themselves for spending their 
family’s money wisely, or does it give them the ghetto heebie jeebies? They 
put their purchases into their 2007 Kia minivan. What’s their position on the 
Kia minivan? Are they happy they bought it? Why or why not? What would 
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they have bought instead? Yeah? Why? Spend about a day on this. There 
you go. You’re done. You now understand your dream client better than they 
understand themselves, and you can speak a language they understand and 
relate to. You’re buddies now. And you just saved 2000 bucks on that fancy 
pants coach marketing seminar in New York. Aren’t you clever?) 

Truthfully, you really don’t need to know whether Jennifer from 
Poughkeepsie likes sugar on her Corn Flakes because it reminds her of going 
to her Dad’s house after her parents split up. Nice to know, but not need to 
know.

What you need to know is what is broken in the world that you feel 
compelled and qualified to fix, and for whom?

We do not need to go into a meditative trance.

We do not need to channel our spirit guides.

We don’t need to fill out 13 pages worth of worksheets.

What you need to know is what is broken in the world that you feel 
compelled and qualified to fix, and for whom?

Do not overcomplicate this.

Starting, building, running and growing a coaching business is not hard. 
Coaching is not hard. I make tens of thousands of dollars a month talking 
to two people for an hour each before noon. I talked to a client from a cruise 
ship in Croatia between a yoga class and 2 for 1 chocolate martinis. Then I did 
it again the next day from Turkey. 

I’m. Not. Kidding.

Certain experts want you to think it’s hard so they can charge you twenty 
grand to spend several hours with you, telling you how hard it is. It is not. 
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This is my promise to you.

My 27 year old cousin with a BA in English and 109 Twitter followers is 
thinking of starting a sex coaching business and I think she may actually be 
able to do it! It’s not hard, sweetie.

You just need to know what is broken in the world that you feel 
compelled and qualified to fix, and for whom. That’s all.

How This Works

Now, the what problem and for whom exercise is a really good one, and it 
simplifies so much of the dreamy, airy fairy part of the business building 
process. But it is step one. Is it the foundation of your coaching practice? Kind 
of. But only in the way that the land is the foundation for the house. Having the 
land does not equal having the house. You still have to build your very small 
company, and that’s what we’re going to work on next in this module.

The remainder of this module works like this:

We’re going to talk about planning your end game and creating your 
marketing and editorial calendar. You can decide to run a class on virtually 
no notice because you just got your heart set on taking a really expensive 
vacation — God knows, I’ve done it — but it’s not ideal. We’re going to talk 
about your plan. If my mother were here right now, she would take this 
opportunity to remind you that plan is a four letter word. Yes, but we’re 
making it a fun four letter word.

We’re going to talk about the one with my personal favorite title of all time, 
Hot Leads For Hippies. To coach people, you must have people. This is where 
we will get the people.

We’re going to talk about specifically targeting and acquiring the people with 
the monies. People who like you and want you are good. People who like you 
and want you and are ready to pay you are better.
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Finally, we’re going to talk about trusting the brain God gave you. You are so 
much smarter than you think you are, sweetie. You probably know exactly 
what to do next, or near enough. We’re going to dive head first into your 
brain and gut and figure out what’s already hanging out inside there. So much 
easier than starting from scratch, I promise.

The Rest of the Course

So that you know, the remainder of the other modules work like this:

Creating Classes That Sell Out focuses on creating classes that make 
people’s mouths water, making sure they sell, what to do if they don’t sell, 
how to structure, and how to price. Because seriously, when I created IttyBiz 
Intimate? $25,650 for teaching one class to 27 people is not a bad day at 
the office. And the truth is, I could have done it years ago. We’re going to go 
through how to create your own classes that seriously augment your coaching 
income while helping a lot more people that you could otherwise.

How Good Coaches Sell Products focuses on finding or creating 
additional products, home study courses, ebooks, or additional training tools 
to help your lovely customers and clients without hijacking your coaching 
income or becoming a used car salesman about it. We’re going to talk 
about building a catalog of products, selling other people’s products -- hint! 
complementary, not competing -- and how to create products that really, 
really help people, and also funnel them into becoming coaching clients.

Filling Your Book and Raising Your Rates focuses on figuring out 
exactly what you should be offering and what to call it, normalizing the 
coaching process so that hiring a coach seems like the most natural thing in 
the world, becoming indispensable and finding your coaching superpower, 
learning to sell and upset, and raising your damn prices already.

Becoming the Expert They Trust and Hire focuses on becoming highly 
trusted, solving specific problems, fixing the stuff that’s making you look 
weak, inexperienced or small, erasing your future clients’ doubts and, my 
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favorite, getting your balls back. Because here’s the thing. When you were a 
kid, you had no problems being an expert. Remember? Don’t date boys who 
are mean to you. Don’t eat so much fried chicken. Make a list and stick to it. 
You had courage and certainty. You had balls and conviction. I’m going to 
help you get that back.

This is your homework for this section:

Go ahead and figure out what problem you’re solving. If you coach women in 
transition — and can somebody please tell me what the hell that means? — what 
problem are you solving? If you’re a creativity coach, what problem are
you solving? If you’re a marketing coach, what problem are you 
solving? “Transition” can mean anything, “creativity” can mean anything, 
“marketing” can mean anything. Think about problems, because you can be 
damn sure that’s what your client is thinking about.

Step two: Every day, before you do anything else, tell yourself, “I am 
building a business. I am building a company. It’s a small 
company, but it’s a company, and it’s mine.” Then make sure that what 
you are doing that day contributes actively to building that company. Make 
sure it contributes to solving the problem you were put on earth to solve. 
(Hint: It’s probably not sharing your competitor’s cool blog post with your 
841 Twitter followers.) Your clients won’t take your company seriously until 
you do. Etch this in your brain. Do this every day until you retire, which, by 
the way, will happen a lot sooner if you do this exercise.
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What Next?

Now, what to do next?

If you’re listening to this audio as a sample, I want you to think about 
those four directions we talked about — Creating Classes That Sell 
Out, How Good Coaches Sell Products, Filling Your Book and 
Raising Your Rates, or Becoming the Expert They Trust and Hire 
— and choose which one you’re going to focus on next with your coaching 
business. Wandering around staring at all the options and musing about how 
overwhelming it all is has brought you to precisely where you are today, has it 
not?

If you’re listening to this as an owner of this course, your job is a little easier. 
Go, now, and check out the table of contents of each of the modules, pick 
something to start with, and press play. Easy peasy.

Thank you so much for listening. My name is Naomi Dunford, and you’ve 
been listening to module one, section one, affectionately titled “Stop Screwing 
Around.” I’ll talk to you very soon.


